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Abstract: Focused crawling aims to search only the relevant subset of the WWW for a specific topic of user interest; leading to the necessity to decide about the relevancy of a document to the topic of interest; especially when the user is not perfect in specifying the exact context of the topic. This paper provides a novel framework of a context based distributed focused crawler that maintains an index of web documents pertaining to the context of keywords resulting in storage of more related documents.
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1 Introduction

The WWW is a huge repository of hyperlinked documents accessible through Internet. It is an information-sharing model that is built on the top of the Internet. Owing to its growing source of data and information WWW has become an important resource for research that operates within the Internet’s basic client-server architecture.

User searches for information related to a topic of interest by using a search engine. A traditional search engine comprises of three core components: download, index and search. Out of three the “download” is the most important activity wherein the web is traversed to download web pages by following links. A copy of all visited pages is stored for later use.

Currently there are more than some billion documents on the web and it continues to grow at an exponential rate. There may be tens of thousands of slightly relevant documents; from the user’s point of view. A normal search engine returns thousands of matches in response to a user query. The size of the information is too large to go through, leading to the problem of information overkill. This problem aggravates in the case of inexperienced user trying to search the information on the web. In line with the famous “8 second rule”, such users look at first few results and tend to turn away. This behaviour prompts the need to develop tools with very high precision that may provide links to relevant documents that too listed among the top ten of the total list of links, rendering search engines and related technologies a potential area of research.

Since the user enters only a combination of keywords to search information without giving a thought about the context, the crawler therefore search without concerning the user’s context of search; providing results which may or may not fulfil the requirements.

Hence there is a need to design a crawler that is able to download topic specific documents from the web catering to the need of a user in search of highly relevant documents. In this paper a novel framework for focused crawling that utilizes topical locality on the web in order to perform resource discovery is being presented.

2 Related work
Most of the focused crawlers in the early age were based on the probability method; that is, the relevancy of the document is determined based on some probability function as appears in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5].

Some recent literature results are on the basis of link semantics. LS Crawler [6] performs the searching on the semantic basis. It enhances the process of determining the relevancy of the documents before downloading. It generates a repository of the most relevant documents with better recall. It extracts the hypertext from the documents and then measures their relationship with the search keyword in the specific domain, by referring to the Ontology. Based on the relevancy of the terms, priority is assigned to the URL and the pair URL, its priority saved in a list for the extraction of the documents. The search is based on the matching keyword with the each term in the hyperlink.

Another research done is based on the content of the document and on link analysis as well. HAWK crawler [7] is implemented using user-defined relevant formula, shark-search and Page-Rank. It matches the crawling page with the topic of search and computes the relevant score if it is higher than a specified value then get its entire child link and apply same to that too. Once the downloading of all relevant documents is completed; it computes the potential score of the page i.e. similarity to topic and anchor-text. If this is more than a specified value then compute anchor-text context. So it works over the similarity of topic with content and then with link.

Another literature CDFC [8] [9] has identified the need of contextual information to be sent along with the query terms and proposed method to represent the context in the form of augmented hypertext documents. It is an agent-based context driven focused crawler. It gets the user input and then presents the user different meaning of the input keyword for further selection of specific context. This is done by storing the volatile information and the context and the keywords in separate file say TVI (table of volatile information) and TOC (table of context) for every augmented hypertext document. These files are retrieved by agents in spite of the whole documents and are indexed by crawler. TOC information is presented to the user for their specific search.

A critical look at the available literature indicates that the existing focused crawler suffers from following drawbacks:

- Crawlers are not able to analyse the context of the keyword in the web page before they download it.
- The user submits his request for retrieval of information without explicitly mentioning the context in which he or she otherwise desire.
- Crawler treats user search requests in isolation
- Results returned are identical, independent of the interest of the user.
- There is a need to prepare separate files for each web document (TOC, TVI).
- Augmentation is required in HTML documents

In this paper a novel framework for Context based distributed focused crawler (CBDFC) is being presented. It works on the different contextual interpretations of the keywords entered by the user in the form of query and the keywords present in the web documents. It presents these different contextual meaning of the keywords to the user to select the particular context of search, thus results in more specific web pages to accomplish the requirement.

3 Role of Word Net towards Extracting Contextual Meanings for Query Keywords

Since Google maintains only the word lexicon it returns synonyms words pair in alphabetical order in response to a given query keyword as discussed by Brin and Page [10]. For instance, in response to the query keyword “Student” the Google search engine returns a list of synonyms words pair as shown in Figure 1-3 and listed in Table I. The results for the query keyword ‘Spider’ are shown in fig 4 and listed in Table 2.

On the contrary when the same Keywords are tested on Word Net [11] it results with the list of distinct contextual pairs of the words that are represented as different senses of the word. The results
for keyword ‘student’ are shown in Figure 5 & 6 and listed in Table 1. The results for keyword ‘Spider’ are shown in Figure 7 and listed in Table 2.

Table 1  
Comparison for “Student”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Meaning (Google)</th>
<th>Contextual meaning (Word Net)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Student Loans</td>
<td><em>(1st Sense)</em> Pupil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student universe</td>
<td>Educate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student portal</td>
<td>Art student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student flights</td>
<td>Medical student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student loan</td>
<td>Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consolidation</td>
<td>Non-reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student doctor network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scholastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Booklover, Reader...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar comparative analysis for a number of query keywords has been done and the results show that the Word Net produces in more meaningfully related pairs of words. Hence Word Net has its significance in the CBDFC to make the search proceed in a specific direction for specific or more related words.

Table 2  
Comparison for “Spider”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Meaning(Google)</th>
<th>Contextual meaning (Word Net)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spider</td>
<td>Spiderman</td>
<td><em>(1st Sense)</em> Predatory arachnid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spider solitaire</td>
<td>Comb-footed spider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spiderman games</td>
<td>Trap-door spider...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spider monkey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spider wick chronicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>(2nd Sense)</em> Wanderer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer programme...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>(3rd Sense)</em> Skillet made of cast iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Frying pan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Frypan...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4  
Proposed Architecture

As we know that generally the end user is not a frequent surfer of the web to search the information and is not good in giving the search keywords related to its query as well. The same query keyword may lead to different interpretations and the crawler has no means to identify the user’s interpretation and thus search the web in isolation to the user’s interest.

It is concluded from the previous section that Word Net has its significance to produce the different contextual meanings and senses for a given query keyword, that can be used to index the web documents database that finally will help the end user to specify the topic of interest. In the proposed CBDFC indexing of database is done on these different senses produces by the Word Net.

For a given query, CBDFC (context based distributed focused crawler) consults its own database that is already indexed on different contextual meanings, to extract most suitable interpretations/senses
corresponding to the keywords and presents to the user for selection. For examples some of the keywords entered by the user and its different interpretations are shown in Table 3:

**Table 3** Keywords different interpretations / senses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Different interpretations / senses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider</td>
<td>Computer Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game of cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User selects his interest of search from the list of different contextual interpretations. CBDFC now uses this context to consult its database, which is indexed according to context of keywords embedded within documents. The search within database is carried out in search-insert fashion. The architecture of proposed Context Based Distributed Focused Crawler (CBDFC) is given in Figure 8. It consists of three layers. The bottom layer continuously searching the web servers and keep downloading the web pages, storing them in the local database.

Middle layer i.e. the indexing agent and the back-link extractor indexes the local database and enrich the database for different topics and contexts. This helps the top layer to response to the user query. It only searches the local database index and thus presents the quick response to the user query allowing him to choose /specify the context of the search topic. Hence, CBDFC results in a list of more specific web pages to accomplish the user requirement for a specific topic of search.

The detailed working of components of three layers is shown in table 4. All the components except the Crawl Worker works on the search engine side. The multiple instances of the Crawl Worker have been employed and works under the control of Crawl Manager.

The data flow within the CBDFC’s components shown in Figure 9.

- Crawl manager gets the list of seed URLs. Distribute the list in multiple crawl workers those search the web servers and download the documents corresponding to the URLs assigned to them and return back to the crawl manager with the downloaded pages.
- Crawl manager stores the downloaded web documents/pages in the local database.
- Indexing agent extract the keywords from the web documents stored in the local database.
- Then it extracts the different contextual interpretations/senses of these keywords from the Word Net dictionary.
- It then prepares an index of the local database on the basis of extracted different contextual meaning and senses.
- Back-link extractor recursively finds the in-links of the URLs stored in the local database index.
- It forwards these in-link URLs to the crawl manager for further downloading and gets the downloaded pages.
- For all the in-link downloaded documents it extracts the keywords and gets the different contextual interpretations/senses from indexing agent.
- For the in-link documents, back-link extractor matched the keywords' contexts with the context of the first document and if it matched to some degree then it updates the index in search-insert fashion. This continues recursively till the downloaded page is out of context.
- User agent gets the end user query keywords from the console.
It finds out a match for the keyword in the local database index in search-insert fashion and in case of a match gets the different contextual interpretations/senses of that keyword.
Display these different contextual interpretations/senses to the user to enable him to select a specific context of the search.
Get the user selection for a particular context.
Searches the local database index for this particular context and gets the list of matched URLs.
Display the web documents corresponding to the matched URLs to the end user.

The above technique of indexing database based on different contextual interpretations was tested over a number of keywords manually and it has been observed that the results are much relevant and specific to the topic of interest by using the context based indexed database as compared to the other existing techniques.

### Table 4 Components and their Functionalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawl Manager</td>
<td>Core component of the first layer of the framework. It works on the list of seed URLs. Distributes these URLs to multiple crawl workers for downloading. Receives the downloaded web documents from them and stores them in the local database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawl Worker</td>
<td>This component of first layer works on the server-side and is under the control of crawl manager. It downloads the web documents for the list of URLs assigned by Crawl manager by visiting the different web servers under its range of search.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing Agent</td>
<td>Second layer component that indexes the local database. It extracts the keywords from the web documents stored in the local database and gets the different contextual interpretations/senses of these keywords from the Word Net dictionary. Generates an index of local database based on the contexts of keywords. Maintain the index in the form that it stores the keyword, contextual interpretations and the corresponding URLs and keep updating it in search-insert fashion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-link Extractor</td>
<td>Second layer component that recursively finds the in-links of the URLs stored in the local database index and sends them to Crawl manager for further downloading. Extract the keywords from these in-links documents and gets the different contextual interpretations with the help of indexing agent. If the context matches to that of the first page of recursive process to some extent or degree, add it to the index under the same context. This recursive process continues till an in-link page results in out of context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Agent</td>
<td>The top layer component of the framework, which act as an interface between user and the whole system. It accepts the user's query keywords from the console. Then search the index in search-insert fashion to get a match; if a match found, displays its different contextual interpretations/senses to user for further selection of specific context of the search and finally displays the web documents that matched with the context from the local database. Otherwise the context is added to the index for future search to update the database in that topic too.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example**

In the proposed architecture the documents are stored in a repository and index is maintained, that responds to the user query. So, for a keyword the match is first found from the index in alphabetical order. Each alphabet points to the hierarchy of keywords starting from the same alphabet e.g. keyword associated with alphabet ‘S’ will point to the hierarchy containing student, scholar, skillet, sneak, server etc.

Each keyword in the hierarchy will point to a list containing their contextual meaning. E.g. Keyword “Server” will point to a list containing Waiter, Host, Server (Utensil), Server (Court Game)
etc. Each of these contextual meanings points to the corresponding web documents stored in repository as shown in Figure 10.

So, whenever a query keyword comes, first the alphabetical index is searched for a match and then for the related match the corresponding list of keywords is searched to get a match. Then corresponding attached list of contextual meaning is displayed to the user to get the specific choice. Thereafter for that specific choice the pointed list of document is extracted from the repository to fulfill the user requirement. For instance, query for keyword “Server” is shown in Figure 10 where user has selected the meaning “Host” and corresponding list of documents i.e. D1, D5, D6, D11 will be displayed as the results of search.

5 Conclusion

In this paper a framework for CBDFC has been proposed that indexes the web pages with the help of Word Net [11]. Indexing the database is the core of the whole framework and as it is based on the different contextual senses of the query keyword, it focuses the search to the specific context of user interest. It also uses a novel technique to extract the back-links of a URL recursively until it finds the irrelevant links, enriching the database. It may be noted from the result analysis that the proposed framework results in more relevant and topic specific web documents.

Figure 1 Result of Google for keyword “Student”

Figure 2 Result of Google for keyword “Student” (Contd.)
Figure 3 Result of Google for keyword “Student” (Contd.)

Figure 4 Result of Google for keyword “Spider”
Figure 5  
Result of Word Net for Keyword “Student”

Figure 6  
Result of Word Net for Keyword “Student” (Contd.)
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Figure 7 Result of Word Net for keyword “Spider”

Noun spider has 3 senses

1. spider - predatory arachnid that usually has silk-spinning organs at the back end of the body; they spin silk to make cocoons for eggs or traps for prey
   - is a kind of arachnid, arachnid
   - is a member of Araneae, order Araneae, Araneida, order Araneida
   - has particulars:
     - black and gold garden spider, Argiope aurantia; brown spider, Araneus aurantia; garden spider, Araneus diadematus; comb-footed spider, Habronattus; black widow, Latrodectus mactans; tarantula, wolf spider, hunting spider, trap-door spider

2. spider, wanderer - a computer program that prods the internet looking for publicly accessible resources that can be added to a database; the database can then be searched with a search engine
   - is a kind of program, programme, computer program, computer programme

3. spider - a skiller made of cast iron
   - is a kind of fying gun, fying gun, skillet

Figure 8 High Level Architecture
Figure 9   Data Flow within CBDFC
Figure 10  Example
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